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In part 1 of this account [1] we covered the early attempts to 
understand the phenomenon of light but heavily weighted 

towards the optics of thin ilms. Acceptance of the wave theory 
followed the great contributions of Young and Fresnel. We found 
an almost completely modern account of the fundamentals of 
optics in Airy’s Mathematical Tracts but omitting any ideas of 
absorption loss. hus, by the 1830’s multiple beam interference in 
single ilms was well organized with expressions that could be used 
for accurate calculation in dielectrics. Lacking in all this, however, 
was an appreciation of the real nature of the light wave. At this 
stage the models were mechanical with Fresnel’s ideas of an array 
of luminous particles suspended in a much less dense ether and 
vibrating transversely coming closest to reality. he next great leap 
was due to Maxwell.

James Clerk Maxwell
James Clerk Maxwell was born in Edinburgh in 1831 but his early 
life was largely spent on his father’s estate at Glenlair, some sixteen 
miles from Dumfries in the south west of Scotland. Here he read 
every book he could lay his hands on and, almost incessantly, 
asked questions about every subject imaginable. His education 
began with a tutor but did not go well until he was later sent to 
Edinburgh Academy. At the age of sixteen he entered Edinburgh 
University and three years later Cambridge University, irst at 
Peterhouse and then Trinity, where he eventually became a Fellow. 
Even at the Academy he showed his mathematical ability and 
acquired a passion for optics. While at Cambridge he began his 
experiments on color vision and his investigations of electricity 
and magnetism. In 1856 he was appointed Professor of Natural 
Philosophy at Marischal College in Aberdeen. Four years later 
the amalgamation of the King’s and Marischal Colleges into the 
University of Aberdeen eliminated his chair, when, failing in his 
bid for a chair at Edinburgh, he succeeded in gaining the vacant 
chair of Natural Philosophy at King’s College, London. At King’s he 
perfected his revolutionary color matching method for measuring 
color vision that led, seventy years later, to the establishment of 
the Standard Colorimetric Observer, and pursued his interest in 
electricity and magnetism, starting to put together his great work on 
electromagnetism.

He retired from King’s in 1865 in order to manage his family’s 
estate at Glenlair but continued his scientiic researches now 
unencumbered by his university duties.

hen, in 1871, following the ofer of the Chancellor, the Duke 
of Devonshire, to build a physical laboratory, the Senate of the 
University of Cambridge founded the Chair of Experimental 
Physics and succeeded in persuading Maxwell to ill it. his was the 
beginning of the great Cavendish Laboratory. he construction was 
completed under Maxwell’s direction in 1874 and, by the generosity 
of the Duke, fully equipped by 1877. Around this time, however, 
Maxwell’s health began to deteriorate and he passed away in late 1879.

Maxwell’s contributions cover an enormously wide range of 

topics but for our present account it is his assembly of electricity 
and magnetism into a coherent connected theory culminating in 
the prediction of a wave combining electric and magnetic ields and 
traveling at the speed of light that most interests us.

Maxwell’s ideas of electromagnetism were much inluenced by 
Michael Faraday (1791-1867). Faraday was born in the south of 
England to a family with few resources and was essentially self 
educated. His apprenticeship with a local bookbinder allowed 
him access to books and he read voraciously and developed an 
interest in science, nourished by his attendance at lectures in the 
Royal Institution of Great Britain. He attracted the attention of 
Humphry Davy who gained for him the position of Chemical 
Assistant at the Institution. When, in 1833, John “Mad Jack” Fuller 
established the Fullerian Chair of Chemistry at the Institution, 
Faraday was appointed to it, a position he kept until his death. 
Faraday was one of the most inluential scientists of his day and 
the list of his discoveries and achievements is almost impossibly 
long. What interested Maxwell particularly, however, was Faraday’s 
work on electromagnetic induction. Faraday was not proicient 
in mathematics, but he had an instinctive understanding of 
natural processes and introduced the idea of lines of force to 
explain the phenomena. Maxwell seized on this idea as the key 
to understanding. Himself an accomplished mathematician, he 
then developed the quantitative theory that connected changing 
magnetic ields with the generation of electromotive force and the 
key reciprocal relation involving the displacement current. his 
then gave rise to the existence of propagating electromagnetic 
disturbances, or, electromagnetic waves.

It is not at all clear exactly when Maxwell began to identify light 
as a propagating electromagnetic disturbance. He had certainly 
been thinking about it for some time. He clearly knew of Faraday’s 
speculations, expressed in the Philosophical Magazine of 1846 [2], 
that the passage of waves supported by the vibrating ether might be 
better understood as transverse propagating vibrations of lines of 
force, rendering the ether unnecessary. In fact, in his paper, Faraday 
also hints at the possible existence of gravitational waves. One of the 
weak points in Faraday’s model was the velocity of the disturbances 
along the lines of force, and Faraday could see no way of arriving 
at that other than experimentally. In December 1864 Maxwell gave 
a presentation to the Royal Society on a dynamical theory of the 
electromagnetic ield emphasizing the transient behavior. his was 
later published in the Philosophical Transactions [3] and it is here 
that we ind what is likely his irst deinitive identiication.

Maxwell was still thinking in terms of the ether. Ideas of the 
ether persisted until the great revolution in physics early in the 
Twentieth Century. He also struggled with the terminology. But 
he arrived at his twenty General Equations of the Electromagnetic 
Field. We must remember that our vector calculus did not exist at 
that time. Maxwell had to write three scalar equations for every 
vector equation that we would write. Six relationships give eighteen 
equations and then two scalars, free charge and electric potential, 
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give two more. He was very clear about energy. he energy existed 
in the electromagnetic ield in two forms electric polarization and 
magnetic polarization.

hen in Part VI of the paper he turned to the Electromagnetic 
heory of Light. “We now proceed to investigate whether these 
properties of that which constitutes the electromagnetic ield, 
deduced from electromagnetic phenomena alone, are suicient to 
explain the propagation of light through the same substance.” We, 
of course, generally construct our wave equation in terms of the 
electric ield because it is the electric ield that we know interacts 
with the electrons in materials to give them their optical qualities. 
Maxwell thought more in terms of the magnetic ield and his wave 
equations show a propagating transverse magnetic disturbance. 
Using the best measures of electric and magnetic parameters he 
arrived at a velocity for the electromagnetic wave that is within the 
range of measured light velocities. “he agreement of the results 
seems to show that light and magnetism are afections of the 
same substance, and that light is an electromagnetic disturbance 
propagated through the ield according to electromagnetic laws.”

Maxwell’s great work, his Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism 
[4] was published in 1873. He had worked on it mainly at Glenlair 
during the interval between King’s College and the Cavendish. 
Much of the theory is anticipated in his 1865 paper on his 
dynamical theory but here in the Treatise he introduced the idea 
of vectors although he hesitated to assume any great knowledge of 
their manipulation in the reader.

he form of Maxwell’s vector is not quite identical with that of 
our modern vector although it plays a similar role. It is actually a 
quaternion, a creation of William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865), the 
great Dublin mathematician. Complex numbers can be considered 
to represent vectors conined to a plane, the complex plane. hey 
cannot readily be extended to more dimensions. To accomplish this 
task, Hamilton created entities called quaternions consisting of four 
components. Quaternions are rather like a combination of a vector 
and a scalar. Indeed Hamilton referred to the irst component as the 
scalar part and the remaining three components as the vector part. 
hey are compatible with, but more general than, modern vectors. 
heir manipulation contains the two vector products. Our vector 
calculus grew out of quaternions, not the other way round.

hrough all of this there still persists the idea of the luminiferous 
ether that penetrates everywhere and is necessary to support the 
electromagnetic interactions.

Oliver Heaviside
Maxwell’s Treatise is very well written but understanding and 
appreciating it does take a deal of hard work. If not for his untimely 
death, Maxwell himself would have reined and improved the 
theory. What we call Maxwell’s Equations that embody the basic 
relationships underpinning our thin ilm interference theory are 
actually due to Oliver Heaviside (1850-1925). Heaviside, a reclusive 
genius, let school at the age of 16 and from then on was completely 
self educated. He had worked for a few years as a telegraph operator 
and became very interested in the electromagnetic theory of 
Maxwell recasting it in the form of the equations that we use today. 
His story is told in a little more detail in an earlier Bulletin [5]. 
Heaviside was one of a small but growing number of proponents of 
Maxwell’s model but considerable resistance to the new ideas still 
existed. Heinrich Hertz provided the inal convincing evidence.

Heinrich Rudolf Hertz
Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894) was born in Hamburg. At the 
University of Berlin he worked with Helmholtz, irst as a doctoral 
student and then as an assistant, eventually, in 1885, becoming a full 
professor at the University of Karlsruhe. Helmholtz had suggested 
experimental veriication of Maxwell’s electromagnetic wave theory 
as a suitable dissertation topic, but Hertz, worried by the apparently 
vanishingly small and therefore diicult to measure efects, 
contented himself with a study of electromagnetic induction. hen 
at Karlsruhe Hertz realized how the electromagnetic wave might 
be demonstrated. A simple spark gap in a dipole resonator served 
as a source for the electromagnetic waves. his in itself was not 
entirely new. he enormously important innovation introduced by 
Hertz was the construction of a suitable receiver. A simple resonant 
circuit, itself containing a gap, showed by a spark the presence of 
the electromagnetic radiation and also allowed investigation of 
spatial variations of the ield. he paper was published in 1887 in 
Wiedemann’s Annalen and a series of papers on the electromagnetic 
radiation followed. In 1889 Hertz was appointed to the Chair that 
Clausius had held in Bonn. he growing demand for reprints of his 
papers was so seriously overtaxing the capacity of the publishers 
that they invited Hertz to collect them in a separate publication. An 
English translation of this 1892 collection, appeared in 1893 [6]. 
Even as Hertz moved to Bonn, however, his health was beginning to 
fail and he passed away in early 1894 from what is now thought to 
have likely been a rare form of an autoimmune disease. Hertz had 
provided the inal convincing evidence for the correctness of the 
Maxwellian theory. He had shown that transverse electromagnetic 
waves did indeed exist, had demonstrated their polarization, 
and had measured their velocity. he identiication of light as an 
electromagnetic disturbance was now complete.

From the point of view of the optical thin-ilm model, multiple-
beam interference in a layer of dielectric material and the 
fundamental electromagnetic theory of light were now understood. 
What was still missing, apart from optical coatings themselves, was 
a good understanding of the optical properties of materials. Now 
the story becomes much more complicated and we have to take a 
short step back in time.

Early Attempts
he word dispersion in the context of the optical properties of 
a material implies a variation in its optical properties with the 
wavelength, or frequency, of the light. Dispersion was certainly 
known by the time of Newton but, without any real understanding 
of the nature of light itself, there could be no model to represent it. 
Newton studied the order of the color sensations associated with the 
light dispersed by a transparent glass prism and the particular order 
in which he placed them was subsequently described as normal. 
Transparent materials mostly show this simple behavior now 
understood as a refractive index rising with decreasing wavelength 
and increasing frequency, which we term normal dispersion. Once 
the light wave was accepted as a propagating, vibrating, essentially 
mechanical, disturbance passing through some kind of medium 
it became a little clearer that somehow the light propagation must 
be afected by the dynamic properties of the medium and the 
ether. In 1836 Augustin-Louis Cauchy introduced a simple semi-
empirical model based loosely on ideas of the elastic response of the 
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material particles in the ether, but capable of handling only limited 
normal dispersion. hen what is called anomalous dispersion 
was discovered, irst in metals and iodine vapor, and then is some 
organic dyes. Here the order of colors was diferent from those 
expected with normal dispersion. Typical behavior was a strong 
absorption band inside the visible region with the transparent 
region at shorter wavelengths exhibiting a refractive index lower 
than that in the transparent region at longer wavelengths.

Wilhelm Sellmeier in 1872, inspired by the discoveries of 
anomalous dispersion, introduced a slightly more involved 
expression that could handle a wider range of dispersion. he 
central idea of his work was still mechanical, with the interaction 
between the light and the molecules of the substance taking the 
form of induced vibration that both absorbed and reemitted the 
light, efectively slowing it down to give the varying index of 
refraction. Rayleigh pointed out in 1899 [7] that Maxwell himself 
had also considered anomalous dispersion, and, although not 
published elsewhere, had posed a question containing his results 
in the Mathematical Tripos Examination of 1869. Hendrik Antoon 
Lorentz (1853 – 1928) who won the Nobel Prize in 1902, also 
worked on dispersion including the idea of oscillator response, but 
this was not well known at the time. he thrust of his papers was 
much more on the efect of variations in density. His oscillator is 
echoed later in Drude’s theory.

he idea of a resonance was not very remote from the truth but 
neither the precise way in which the vibration was induced, nor the 
behavior exactly at the frequency of the resonance itself, were well 
understood. hus the behavior at resonance was usually avoided, 
and in any case it was the transparent behavior that was the primary 
subject of investigation. In the transparent regions loss could be 
ignored and so many of the proposed expressions involved factors 
of the form (ω

0
2 - ω2)-1 that become ininite at the resonance.

Later, as we shall shortly see, Helmholtz deliberately included the 
absorbing region in his theory by retaining loss in his resonators 
and creating a complex refractive index (although Maxwell had also 
included a loss term in his Tripos question). Drude inally produced 
what is the accepted classical model.

he papers from this period, many more than we can possibly 
mention here, tell of the struggle to understand the efects. hey are 
complicated and the terminology is irregular so that they are rather 
diicult to read. Fortunately there is a very readable and detailed 
account by Carraza and Robotti [8]. For a similarly detailed and 
readable account of the later attempts to involve quantum theory, 
see Taltavull [9].

Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz
Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894), was born in Potsdam. His 
health was not good during his early childhood but his father was 
a teacher and able to tutor him and so when he graduated from 
the Potsdam Gymnasium it was with testimonials of the highest 
order. His family was not at all well of and could not support him 
in seeking to study science at university. he solution was to enroll 
in medical school where support was ofered in return for later 
service as an army surgeon. He received his doctor’s degree in 1842, 
was appointed assistant surgeon to the Royal Hussars in Potsdam, 

and passed the State Examination in Medicine and Surgery in 1846. 
His early work was on the Law of the Conservation of Energy and 
particularly its application in physiology. Although he is usually 
described as a physicist, his earlier academic posts were either in 
physiology or anatomy. hen, at last, in 1871 he became Professor 
of Physics in the University of Berlin followed in 1888 by President 
of the new Imperial Physico-Technical Institute in Charlottenburg. 
Many of his enormous number of great contributions were the 
result of bringing scientiic principles to bear on physiological 
processes, such as color vision. But the contribution that interests us 
here is his model of the optical constants of materials.

Helmholtz started with Maxwell’s electromagnetic wave that 
must interact with the particles, or molecules, of the material. 
For the interaction to take place at the frequency of the wave, the 
molecules must possess some electrical charge, an idea supported 
by Faraday’s work on electrolysis. Passage of a light wave induced 
vibration of the molecules at the same frequency but with losses 
akin to friction. He avoided any speculation on the detailed physical 
structure and treated the medium as continuous but with properties 
echoing those of the molecules. he result, ater some involved 
analysis, was an equation of motion for the medium, recognizable 
as a damped harmonic oscillator and yielding, eventually, a complex 
number for refractive index, the real part being the refractive 
index and the imaginary part governing absorption. his theory 
explained anomalous dispersion and took care of any problems at 
the actual resonance. It also predicted the unity refractive index 
and vanishing extinction coeicient at very high frequencies that 
helped to conirm the later identiication of Roentgen’s x-rays as 
electromagnetic.

he person who now, more than anyone, developed, organized,
 extended and made the community aware of the new 
electromagnetic theory and its application to materials, was, 
however, Paul Drude.

Paul Karl Ludwig Drude
Paul Drude (1863 - 1906) wrote his dissertation under the guidance 
of Woldemar Voigt at the University of Göttingen, moving in 1894 
to Leipzig where he was Extraordinarius Professor. In 1900 his book 
on optics “Lehrbuch der Optik” was published and then in 1902 
in an English translation [10]. Drude had gradually converted to 
Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory and had embraced also the ideas 
of electrons. His book represented a complete radical departure 
from the mechanical ideas of light interactions, aspects of which 
still pervaded the then current ideas. Also, although he did not 
explicitly deny its existence, the ether played little part in his 
treatment. Interaction was directly between the electromagnetic 
ield and the particles of the materials.

In Part II Section II Chapter V, Dispersion, we ind the Drude 
theory of the optical properties of materials and this is probably 
the best place to read about it. Drude modeled the molecules 
as consisting of positively and negatively charged parts that 
he called ions. hese were displaced by the electric ield of the 
electromagnetic disturbance and, with their charges, were central 
to Drude’s treatment. Loss was present as a dissipative term in the 
equation of the movement. He divided his materials into dielectrics 
and metals. In the dielectrics a restoring force between the ions 
caused the molecules to vibrate but stay in position, while in the 
metals the restoring force disappeared. He recognized the valence 
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electron as the negative ion at short wavelengths and dominating 
the ultraviolet properties, while the heavy charged components of 
the molecules were responsible for the resonances in the infrared. 
He extended his theory to include also electrical conductivity. 
he Drude model is essentially the classical model that we still 
use today. It is frequently called the Drude-Lorentz theory in 
recognition also of Lorentz’s work. Drude’s book includes the 
ellipsometric method that he originated for the determination of 
the optical constants of metals.

His book forms a detailed account of the theory of light at the 
close of the Nineteenth Century and sets the scene for the great 
advances of the Twentieth. It introduces the complex wave and the 
complex refractive index, although the absorption coeicient, κ,
as it was called then, is actually our k/n because the complex index 
was written as n(1- iκ). Multiple beam interference in thin plates is 
included but little on multilayers of thin ilms. At that time the only 
practical multilayers that existed outside Nature were the Lippmann 
photographs. Drude has this to say about them:

“he explanation of these colors by periodically arranged layers 
of silver is ... probably untenable. For ... microscopic measurements 
upon the size of the particles of silver ... found them to have a 
diameter of from 0.0007 to 0.0009mm, which is much larger 
than a halfwavelength. ... he stationary waves and the ixing of 
the sensitive ilm produce layers of periodically varying index of 
refraction due to a periodic change in the arrangement of the silver 
molecules. his theory does not alter the principle underlying the 
explanation of the colors.

“he only calculations thus far made ... lead to the impossible 
conclusion that under certain circumstances the relected intensity 
can be greater than the incident.”

his second observation of Drude’s arises because the theory used 
was similar to the vector method and omitted the multiple beams.

From 1901-1905, Drude was Professor of Physics at Giessen 
University and then in 1905 he was appointed Director of the 
University of Berlin Physics Institute. In 1906 he inexplicably 
committed suicide.

Next
By the beginning of the Twentieth Century the underlying 
theoretical foundation necessary for the development of the 
calculation techniques for the properties of optical coatings was 
in place. Multilayers were hardly addressed, but they were not 
considered as an important topic of investigation. he Lippmann 
emulsions were quite thin, a micron or so, and adequately described 
by the existing approximate theory. hus the failure remarked by 
Drude of the theory for multilayers was not of any great signiicance 
because it applied more to a greater number of layers. here were 
larger problems in optics, particularly that of the ether and the law 
of black-body radiation.

In 1900 Max Planck published his model of black-body radiation 
and in 1905 Albert Einstein his Special heory of Relativity. hese 
two events began a revolution in physics, all connected with 
electromagnetic radiation. here are just a few signs of optical 
coatings at this time, consisting mainly of observations and the 
occasional use of a deliberately etched layer as a relection-reducing 
treatment, especially in high-index lint glasses, but with little need 
for thin-ilm calculations.
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